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	Write a business plan that potential investors will embrace!

	

	If you're thinking of starting a business or raising money to expand an existing one, you need a plan. Running a successful business requires a great deal of forethought, so write a business plan and secure your venture's future. How to Write a Business Plan will show you how to write the right plan for your business and design a loan package necessary to finance your business and make it work.

	

	With this bestselling all-in-one guide you'll learn how to:

	
		figure out if your business idea will make money
	
		estimate operating expenses
	
		prepare cash flow
	
		create profit and loss forecasts
	
		determine assets, liabilities and net worth
	
		find potential sources of financing
	
		think first before borrowing from friends and relatives
	
		professionally present your plan to lenders and investors.



	How to Write a Business Plan provides a CD-ROM with spreadsheets that help you determine and forecast cash flow, financial statements, sales revenue, and profit and loss. It also provides three sample business plans you can modify for your own use.


	The 10th edition is completely updated, providing all-new online resources and updated examples of successful business plans.
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Video and Multimedia Transmissions over Cellular Networks: Analysis, Modelling and Optimization in Live 3G Mobile NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This excellent reference provides detailed analysis and optimization aspects of live 3G mobile communication networks    

    

    Video and Multimedia Transmissions over Cellular Networks describes the state-of-the-art in the transmission of multimedia over cellular networks, evaluates the performance...
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George Lindsay and the Art of Technical Analysis: Trading Systems of a Market MasterFT Press, 2011

	Eight months in advance, one eccentric genius predicted the start of history's greatest bull market–accurate to within 17 days and 7 Dow Jones points. Then, days before his death, he called its end–precisely. Louis Rukeyser called him "uncannily accurate." The Stock Traders...
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Functional Programming in R: Advanced Statistical Programming for Data Science, Analysis and FinanceApress, 2017

	Master functions and discover how to write functional programs in R. In this concise book, you'll make your functions pure by avoiding side-effects; you’ll write functions that manipulate other functions, and you’ll construct complex functions using simpler functions as building blocks.





	In Functional...
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From Expert Student to Novice Professional (Professional Learning and Development in Schools and Higher Education)Springer, 2011

	Students entering higher education expect their studies to lead them towards some specific form of professional career. But in this age, complex internationalized professions are the main source of work for graduates, so students need to prepare themselves for a future that can be volatile, changeable and challenging. This book shows how...
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Pervasive Computing and NetworkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book presents state-of-the-art research on architectures, algorithms, protocols and applications in pervasive computing and networks


	With the widespread availability of wireless and mobile networking technologies and the expected convergence of ubiquitous computing with these emerging technologies in the near future,...
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Succeeding with Technology (Sam 2010 Compatible Products)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Most students entering college have already had years of exposure to computers
	and other digital technologies. Elementary and high school students use computers
	to write papers, create presentations, communicate with each other, conduct
	research, and entertain themselves. Cell phones, digital cameras, and iPods
	are standard equipment...
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